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Abstract. Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) has gained a serious achievement 

on sequential data which have been used generally videos, text and time-series. In 
this paper, we aim for generating lyrics with newly created “Turkish Lyrics” 
dataset. By this time, there have been studies for creating Turkish Lyrics with 
character-level. Unlike previous studies, we propose to Turkish Lyrics generator 
working with word-level instead on character-level.  Also, for employing LSTM, 

we can’t send the words as string and words must be vectorized. To vectorize, we 
tried two ways for encoding the words that are used in dataset and compared them. 
Firstly, we sample for generating one-hot encoding and then, secondly word-
embedding way (Word2Vec). Observational results show us that word- level 
generation with word-embedding way gives more meaningful and realistic lyrics. 
Actually, there have not been good results enough to be used for a song because of 
Turkish Grammar.  But, this study encourages authors to work on this field and we 
do believe that this study will initialize research on this area and lead researchers 

to contribute to this as well. 
 
 
 

1. Introduction 
 
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) has appeared for solving the problems where 

sequential data will be used. It can be consecutive time or word or sentence. But, 

RNN is not an effective method of temporarily keeping long- term data and 
conventional RNN is hard to train [1]. Problems in RNN use have been solved with 

LSTM. 
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Basically, LSTM has input, output, forget gates and a memory cell which can retain 

series of data. This cell controls the flow of information. LSTM is the state-of-the-
art for many complex situations. The original formula of LSTM have been made 

many years ago [2] [3]. In this paper, we used architecture which is defined details 

in Colah et al.(2015) [4]. Figure 1 presents the design of LSTM. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1. LSTM contains for interacting modules. 

 

The model shared by [4], the following equations are identified as follows: 
 

 

ft = σ(Wf · [ht − 1, xt] + bf ) (1) 

it = σ(Wi · [ht − 1, xt] + bi) (2) 

C̄ t  = tanh(WC · [ht − 1, xt] + bC) (3) 

Ct = ft ∗ Ct−1 + it ∗ C̄ t (4) 

ot = σ(Wo · [ht − 1, xt] + bt) (5) 

ht = ot ∗ tanh(Ct) (6) 

 
Equivalents of characters are defined below;  t : timestep,  xt : input vector at timestep 

t, ht : hidden state, W : weight matrix of associated gate, z : a vector from 

concatenation of xt  and ht−1,  b : bias term,  ft : forget gate,  it : input gate,  ot :  output 

gate,  Ct :  memory cell state, C̄ t  :  candidate state value which will be regulated 

with it,  * : the element-wise product of vectors at each side,  σ : sigmoid function, 

tanh : hyperbolic tangent function. 

 
Our work, on the other hand, provides the first Turkish Lyrics generation with word-

level and using a newly created dataset. On websites, there are some works about 

this topic. However, there are not any word-level works with Turkish Lyrics. 
Compared with character-level, because of keeping words in integrity on word-level 
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generation, there is no unclear word in results. This is the biggest advantage of word-

level usage. Besides generation, the vectorization methods have been compared 
(one-hot encoding and word2vec). Our experimental evaluations show that using 

word-level generation with word2vec embedding deduce more meaningful words 

than one-hot encoding for a Turkish song phrase. 
 

 
2. Related Works 

 
Machine learning gather lots of attention from the researchers and is applied into 

different research fields [5,6]. Text generation is one of the most popular topic for 
using RNN. In one of the recent works, Sutskever et al. [7] presented an strength of 

RNN. In this character-level work, language model is originated. In 2013, the same 

work (originating language model) has been implemented with LSTM and 
originated better language model. Graves et al. [8] 

 

Generating lyrics has been analyzed in current works. There are several works in 
various languages and types of music. Potash et al. [9] proposes not just generating 

rap lyrics, also to create a structure. In this work, authors corpus with line-by-line. 

They predict the next line in already existing lines. Malmi  et al. [10] presents a tool 

which generates online rap lyrics (deepbeat.org), offers an information-retrieval 
approach, demonstrates the rhyme density and uses line-by-line prediction. There 

are also other websites which create a song with your choices. 

 
 

3. Methodology 
 

3.1 Datasets 

 

The general Looking for a inviolate Turkish lyrics for this study, we acquired a good 
col- lection of lyrics website 1. This corpus has also been used in a blog [11], but for 

an only singer’s songs (Sezen Aksu).  Composing a corpus, We decided to join the 

songs of singers singing the same style. The all set contained 932 song lyrics in txt 

format, as well as basic meta-data including only the lyrics without any other data. 
In order to use only words, all the punctuation marks and spaces have been erased 

from the corpus. Hence, we didn’t want to punctuation marks spaces to be perceived 

as a word and desired to employ only Turkish alphabet characters. Since the two 
words in the Turkish words can have different meanings, we checked the spelling of 

all words one by one (Totally 85662 words). In order to prepare for training, there 

are several other processes. Firstly, if all the words in the corpus had been utilized, 
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a layer of tens of thousands of dimensions would have been used. To keep away 

from this large numbers, we decided to filter uncommon words (frequency = 10). If 
a word is less than 10 times in the corpus, this one is ignored. After the ignored 

words have been removed, all the remaining words have been written in a dictionary 

file. Secondly, since words can’t be applied as string, All the words in dictionary 

have been needed to put into bits and vectorized. We split the dataset 98 for training 
and 2 for testing. 

 

 

3.2 Wordembeddings (Word2vec) 

 

Word embedding is one of the most favorite model of vectorization for text files. 
This model can find structure of a word, relation and similarities with other words. 

Word embedding is a vector representation of words. Word2Vec is a style which 

learns word embedding using shallow neural network. Word2vec is one of the most 

popular methods in recent years. Word2vec can be obtained with two methods: Skip 
Gram and Common Bag of Words (CBOW).  

 

In this paper, firstly Keras Embedding Layer which is initialized with random 
weights have been used. In training, all the weights will be updated and will learn 

an embedding for all words. In our model, we have defined an embedding layer with 

our size of words and a vector space of 1024 dimensions in which words will be 
embedded. Some relational sequences have been obtained. 

 

3.3  One-hot encoding 

 
As said above, words cannot be used as string. One-hot encoding which is binary 

vector array is another way of model that can represent each integer value. It uses a 

simple binary vector. Firstly, the number equivalents of the letters are kept. Then, 
all words are expressed according to these equivalents. In this model, there are not 

any relation between words. Only the integer values of words can be used. Because 

of that, Generating lyrics with using this model, any relational results haven’t been 

taken. 

 
4. Model and Experiment 

 

4.1 Model 

 

As expressed, previous works show the power of LSTM to model language. In our 
paper, using word embedding, after embedding layer Keras Bidirectional LSTM 

layer which has 128 dimensions and dense layer with the size of words have been 
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used. Dense layer connected to a single softmax output layer. To prevent overfitting, 

dropout function have been used. We employed sparse categorical cross entropy as 
loss function and Adam function for optimizer. When using one-hot encoding, 

embedding layer have not been used predictably and as loss function employed 

categorical cross entropy. As you see, there are two differences between in two 
models. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Sequence and next word examples. 

 

4.2 Training the network architecture  

 

For implementation, Python implementation of an LSTM from Enrique a2  have 
been used. First of all, the words of all the dataset have been splitted. 85662 words 

in text and 13539 unique words have been found. Then, to keep away from this large 

dimensionality, we calculated the frequency of the words and filtered uncommon 
words (frequency = 5). In next step, Sequences have been created and filtered. If a 

sentence contains an ignored Word, this sentence will not be used for training. After 

that, Sequences have been shuffled and splitted training set. (Training sequence 
number: 2963 and test seq. number: 61) After these steps, Model have been 

implemented and started training to learn weights. In training, our model tried to 

predict the next word at the end of the sentence. Our sentence consists of 10 words 

and the next word is the target word. The sentence and the target word compose the 
sequence. Our model works are given as follow:  
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Figure 3. Word2vec results. 

 
5. Experimental Evaluation 

 

5.1 Implementation details 

 
For Word embedding and one-hot encoding architectures, we have trained the 

models for 100 epochs with a learning rate 0.01 and batch size 32. Mostly, after 

nearly 40 iterations, Good results have been obtained. The result was a 60-word 
lyrics. The Model is trained on a 12 GB NVIDIA TitanX GPU based laptop 

computer. 

 

5.2 Results and discussion 
 

In this section, we firstly present the word embedding result. Sample Lyrics is given 

in Figure 3. Secondly, one-hot encoding results are given in Figure 4. 
 

 
 

Figure 4. One-hot encoding results. 
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As a result, 85662 words have been trained but only 1052 of them used for 

estimation. We could not use thousands of words because of appendixes. Because 
Turkish is an agglutinative language. Because of that, some sentences which is 

created are not steady. Also, the meanings of two words of the same writing can be 

separated. This event can prevent the sentences from connecting the words properly. 
Dilemmas are frequently used in Turkish. Because of that, number of dilemmas are 

more than normal words. In most of the sentences generated due to the use of 

dilemmas too much, dilemmas took place almost nearly all the words. 
 

6. Conclusion 
 
In this paper, we collected a new Turkish Lyrics dataset. The dataset is opening up 

interesting directions to explore.  In order to set the benchmarks in this dataset, we 

experimented a Turkish word-level lyrics generator. We also introduce vectorization 

methods (Word2vec and one-hot encoding). The experimental results indicates that 
the generation of lyrics with Turkish songs may be quite difficult because of the 

Turkish Grammar and sentence structure. Maybe, line-by-line generation can give 

better results for a song. Upon the publication of the paper, all the dataset will be 
made available to public. 
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